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Overview 
This document captures aspects of current thinking around data center design. 

 

Plain text contains Stuart’s summary of the issue, in theory approved by the Solutions 

Architecture (SA) team.  Italics captures individual or factional view points originating from 

within SA.  Bold captures individual or factional view points originating from Infrastructure 

Operations.  Text in boxes expresses consensus. 

 

As of 2011-03-18, I am freezing changes to this document, which will act as a record of our 

thinking process.  See Next-Gen-DC-Selections for a summary of the choices we made. 

 

Background 
We developed our current data center design in 1997 and implemented it in df-120 circa 1998, 

reproducing it, with varying incremental improvements, in gb-113, j4-401, and finally the Arnold 

Building data centers, over the ensuing years. 

 

The design employs mainframe-style cooling, overhead power, dual power trains in each cabinet, 

ladder rack carrying all cabling (no raised floor), and a structured Cat 6 cabling plant
1
 feeding a 

pair of Ethernet switches.  We deploy a single Layer 2 fault domain per data center (one VLAN 

carrying a private IP subnet and a public IP subnet), with no enforcement of security policy at the 

transport layers. 

 

Over the last handful of years, we have encountered increasing problems with this approach, first 

and foremost with cooling (hard to implement hot aisle/cold aisle), more recently with pipe size 

(cabling plant tops out at 1Gig), how to deploy glass to the host, and debate over where to house 

externally accessible servers. 

 

Looking ahead, we see increasing need for dense cooling, a variety of cabling types, and 

attention to virtualization.  We are building a new data (the 'G20' data center), with go-live 

tentatively scheduled for Q3 2012.  And while we're discussing these issues, we would like to 

revisit our past choices around the size of the Layer 2 fault domain and the use of transport to 

enforce security policy. 

 

At the end of February 2011, we will produce the final draft of this document, sketching our 

views (not necessarily singular) of how to design the Next Generation Data Center, with an eye 

toward informing the cabling and electronics decisions made for the G20 data center along with 

partial retrofits of existing data centers (2011 and beyond).  We expect to revisit this design later 

this decade, possibly as early as 2017. 

Process 
We used a series of seminars (speakers drawn from vendors and VARs), meetings (Design 

Review, Ops Review, small group), and e-mail exchanges to feed my writing this white paper.  

                                                 
1
 Cat 5a in older data centers. 
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Along the way, we built on previous analysis, produced a cost model to help analyze the trade-

offs in capital dollars diagrams illustrating various approaches, and developed a small scale 

model of a data center. 

 

 

Centrally Managed Fibre Channel Network 
We have not reached consensus. 
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Ethernet Everywhere 
Cost pushes the industry to converge onto a single network -- reduced capital expense, reduced 

operating costs, staff expertise focused on a single transport.  IP has emerged as the protocol of 

choice for convergence.  Market dynamics then produce innovation which adds functionality to 

IP-based services, increasing IP's attractiveness -- this feedback loop has dominated the industry 

for several decades now, and we see this cycle continuing. 

 

We favor building a single IP network, on top of which we load all services. 

 

Ethernet + Fibre Channel 
While we expect IP to continue its prominence, we expect niche technologies to provide valuable 

services not currently offered by IP.  We see Fibre Channel and InfiniBand occupying this space 

today and predict that future technologies will carve out their own niches from the IP space 

tomorrow. 

 

Where possible, we favor building a single network, on top of which we load all services, 

without sacrificing the unique features which alternatives provide and without incurring 

unnecessary cost.  If a single network carrying both Ethernet and Fibre Channel (FCoE) wins in 

terms of cost, we support it (with support for traditional FC ports as needed).  If building parallel 

Ethernet and Fibre Channel networks turns out to be cheaper, we support that.  Regardless, we 

want to maintain the flexibility to integrate non-Ethernet/non-IP solutions into the data center. 

 

We favor supporting both Ethernet and Fibre Channel. 

 

Converged Ethernet 
In this design, we would build out a Converged Enhanced Ethernet infrastructure, 

interconnecting data centers where we intended to house block-based storage. We would of 

course maintain legacy Fibre Channel gear, likely for many years, but as it reached end-of-life, 

we would expect to replace it with FCoE. 

 

FCoE is the future; build the infrastructure to support it. 

 

Ops Input 
We are agnostic on this; ask the Storage team. 

 

Storage Team
2
:  Our existing Fibre Channel gear has plenty of life in it, so I expect that 

we’ll be running FC for the foreseeable future.  But when it comes time to retire our FC 

gear, I vote for migrating to Ethernet Everywhere, doesn’t make sense to run two parallel 

networks servicing the same function. 

                                                 
2
 Bob Smith and Bob Smith. 
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Shrink the Layer 2 Fault Domain 
We have not reached consensus. 

 

Historically, Layer 2 events have had a minor impact at our data centers:  a spanning-tree event 

that took out M1 in 2006, an ARP poisoning event in J4-401 in 2009, and unicast flooding in 

GB-113 in 2011.  None of these resulted in data loss and only the M1 event incurred service 

disruption.  And our data centers are small (with the possible exceptions of J4-401 and G20), 

meaning that their Layer 2 fault domains are small already, on account of cooling limitations.  

Perhaps as a result of these two factors (small fault domains, limited pain), we have been happy 

with (or more precisely, oblivious to) the size of our Layer 2 fault domains. 

 

To date, the experts
3
 we've consulted recommend using VLANs to shrink the fault domain, using 

any number of schemes, some targeted at size (100-250 MAC addresses), some at protocol 

(storage, SQL, Exchange), others at function (marketing, engineering, sales), some suggesting 

mixes of the above. 

 

We can see the risks involved with putting all our hosts into a single VLAN in the larger data 

centers (J4-401 and G20), but we are unclear what scheme we would pick to segment hosts, nor 

we are all convinced that the added operational load is worth the benefits.  A majority of 

participants see value in separating storage traffic, though this is by no means universal.  Other 

possible schemes include segregating management traffic, SQL Server traffic, or perhaps even 

departmental-specific traffic (e.g. COMPASS). 

 

One VLAN 
This is what we do today:  we support multiple IP spaces but all hosts share the same broadcast 

domain.  In J4-401, we support a.b.c.d.0/23, a.b.h.0/23, a.b.i.0/23, k.q.c.42.0/23, k.q.h.0/23, 

k.q.i.0/23.  In G20, we would support something like 

a.b.x.0/21 and k.q.x.0/21 (~2000 hosts per subnet). 

 

If we experience a Layer 2 event which shuts down all stations, then, in fact, all stations are off-

line.  This could be a painful experience. But to date, these experiences have been rare and 

inflicted little in the way of consequences.  On the upside, cabling folks, sys admins, and 

network admins all enjoy simplicity in terms of installation, configuration, maintenance, and 

trouble-shooting.  And we could mitigate the scope of a Layer 2 event by deploying in our data 

centers some variant on the broadcast storm-control feature which we have deployed Center-

wide at the end-user access layer. 

 

Shrinking the fault domain using VLANs makes sense … but the current approach is good 

enough; we’re better off investing our staff resources elsewhere – let’s keep things as simple as 

possible. 

 

                                                 
3
 These experts are uniformly design experts, with limited operational responsibilities – i.e. they run the risk of being 

biased in favor of designs which look good on paper but may be hard to support operationally. 
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Two VLANs 
We would dedicate the last several blades in j4sr-x-esx to k.q, re-addressing all k.q stations to 

k.q.42.0/23, replacing their red/blue patch cords with pink/green ones (colors TBD), replacing 

the red/blue patch panel labels with purple/green ones, replacing the purple Krone block labels 

with {some other color} ones, and moving these cross-connects appropriately.  a.b and k.q hosts 

would still be able to talk with one another, but they would inhabit separate Layer 2 broadcast 

domains.  k.q would tend to harbor NICs dedicated to servicing iSCSI (and perhaps VMotion 

and other such tightly focused applications).  There is a $$ cost associated with this, in terms of 

patch cords and colored labels, but this would be trivial in the larger scale of things. 

 

If we experience a Layer 2 event which shuts down a broadcast domain, only the stations in that 

VLAN would be affected.  This could be a painful experience.  The hope would be that the larger 

a.b VLAN would be the affected one, leaving the smaller k.q VLAN alone.  The idea here is to 

reduce the chance that NICs carrying applications with large blast radii (like iSCSI, failure of 

which can result in corrupted file systems) would be affected by a Layer 2 event. 

 

This approach would consume substantial staff time to implement and non-trivial staff time to 

operate (configure, maintain, trouble-shoot) -- in addition, we would all need to boost our 

expertise, around understanding how VLANs work and to live in a VLAN-aware world. 

 

An ever expanding Layer 2 fault domain exposes us to an ever increasing risk.  Let’s start 

managing our risk by shrinking the fault domain – this is a first step toward that goal; let’s take 

it. 

Two VLANs + VRF (HarshNet) 
This is the same as Two VLANs with the addition of a VRF, meaning that a.b and k.q stations 

could no longer talk to one another. Realize that most stations wanting k.q connectivity would be 

plugged into both CorpNet (a.b) and HarshNet (k.q):  two NICs into a.b and two into k.q.  This 

capability would also be available 

inside vColo (a virtual NIC plugged into a.b and a virtual NIC plugged into k.q). 

 

This design delivers the same promises and consumes the same costs that the Two VLANs 

approach does and then adds a few.  For example, hosts like Zimbra would need to be 

reconfigured, as currently its a.b NICs also talk to k.q hosts.  Notably, the average end-station 

would be unable to talk to k.q -- only hosts in data centers equipped with NICs (virtual or 

physical) plugged into HarshNet could talk to k.q.  Some folks consider this a security win. 

 

This is the industry-standard approach and the approach which our storage vendor (NetApp) 

recommends; let’s do it. 

Hosts Drive VLANs 
In the scenarios above, the Ethernet switches force hosts to belong to this VLAN or that VLAN. 

In this scenario, the hosts pick the VLAN -- sys admins configure VLAN membership along with 

IP address, and the switches obey that instruction.  We would start with two VLANs and no 

VRF, as the simplest approach – but notice that this scenario makes adding future VLANs easy. 
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One of the upsides to this approach is that the person who specifies the IP address (subnet) of the 

host and the person who specifies VLAN membership is the same person – all configuration 

which can break a host lands in one person’s hands. 

 

A downside of this approach is that sys admins would have to learn how to specify a VLAN in 

each operating system they support.  If a host (perhaps an appliance) did not support specifying 

VLANs, then it would have to live on the default VLAN, likely CorpNet (a.b), unless we agreed 

to a one-off switch configuration change for that port. 

 

Put all the network configuration complexity into one spot – IP address, subnet mask, default 

gateway, and VLAN.  Spreading this stuff around in different systems managed by different 

people is only going to cause pain and delay for our operations staff (and customers!) in the 

future. 

 

Separate Physical Network 
In this design, we would ignore VLANs entirely and add a pair of Ethernet switches to the large 

data centers (J4-401 and G20).  The existing pair would service a.b; the new pair would service 

k.q.  a.b and k.q would continue to talk with each other, as they do now.  Realize that this 

solution would consume capital dollars (~225K per data center). 

 

Our storage vendors recommend this as the ideal way to go, and obviously it provides the 

highest reliability for the critical storage infrastructure.  In order to support the uptime which 

the Center needs, let’s implement a separate physical network dedicated to storage. 

 

Ops Input 
If the Architects saw value in shrinking the Layer 2 fault domain, we could support some 

added complexity.  For example, adding an isolated VRF to host k.q.0.0/16, which would 

then hold NICs dedicated to functions which needed no outside connectivity (e.g. iSCSI, 

VMotion, HA cluster communications).  At the physical layer, we would want line cards 

dedicated to this function, differently colored Krone blocks, and differently colored patch 

panels ports in the top of cabinets (e.g. red/blue would connect to CorpNet; yellow/green 

would connect to IsoNet.  

 

Doesn’t buy us a whole lot – there just aren’t that many stations on k.q.0.0/16. 

 

At the end of the day, we are skeptical that we have the resources, in terms of staffing and 

expertise, to do anything more than we are doing today – today, we are focused on staying 

above water; adding additional work and additional complexity would be possible if we 

retire existing services (free up our time) or if we add staff … but not otherwise.  Realize 

also that even if we lighten the load via some technique and adopt this new design that we 

would make mistakes and disrupt service, if we were to climb this learning curve.  Is the 

added downtime which comes with complexity worth the hardening we get from the fancier 

design? 
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Storage Team:  I favor two VLANs, to help isolate iSCSI NICs from the larger commodity 

network.  Adding a VRF seems like overkill to me.  As for how to implement VLANs, I vote 

for letting the Hosts pick their VLAN – put all the configuration control in one place. 

One Subnet Between Two Data Centers 
We have not reached consensus. 

 

Data centers can experience a variety of high-profile disruptions:  what would it take to mitigate 

the impact of these events?  Here are the events against which we would like to harden our 

environment: 

1. Oops: Some type of boo boo knocks a single data center on its face for a few minutes with a 

longer recovery time following.  One possibility is an EPO event -- everything goes down 

hard and it takes an hour or  two to bring everything back on line.  Or a cooling failure causes 

many of the devices to go into thermal shutdown.  The defining qualities are that most of the 

servers go down for a relatively brief period of time and we then start working on recovery. 

2. Fire: The servers in a data center and the data center itself are damaged or destroyed and 

must be replaced.  Think fire or flood. The defining qualities are that the servers go down 

hard and never come back -- they must be physically replaced. 

3. Split Brain: We have redundant gear spread across the data center and a network event 

separates the two sides but leaves both up and running.  Each thinks that the other is dead and 

that it is the surviving partner.  The network failure lasts for a relatively short period of time 

(maybe 30 minutes), and then we go into recovery mode. 

4. Layer 2 Failure: We have redundant gear spread across the data center and some type of 

layer 2 pathology interrupts connectivity -- no packets are reliably transmitted within the 

layer 2 network and no packets are reliably sent in or out of the layer 2 network.  The event 

lasts for a relatively short period of time (again, let's say 30 minutes), and then we go into 

recovery mode. 

5. Planned maintenance:  We need to shut down power or cooling in the room for many hours, 

ergo we're going to shut down all the hosts as well. 

6. Pre-emptive response:  An infrastructure element (think HVAC or an Ethernet switch) 

threatens to fail, and we have minutes or hours in which to respond to this predicted event. 

7. Single system failure:  A high-profile system (think storage) suffers a failure from which we 

need hours or days to recover. 

 

Hardening against any of these scenarios would involve reconfiguration of the existing transport 

network (moving all data centers into a single logical ‘building’), capital outlay to provide the 

underlying infrastructure, staff time spent validating the result, and, finally, staff time spent 

periodically testing the result (or conviction and skill on the part of leadership in defending the 

idea of not validating a highly-available design). 

 

Accept Risk 
Currently, we accept that the loss of J4 would take down the bulk of the Center’s IT functions.  

With the addition of G20, we would accept the fact that the loss of either data center would 
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knock out a significant fraction of the Center’s IT functions and would spend our funds on added 

capability or capacity rather than on hardening against large-scale failure. 

 

Two Baskets 
Another approach would be to build two baskets -- sprinkle our high-profile services between 

two data centers.  This wouldn't harden us against the loss of a single data center but would 

reduce the amount of pain that such a loss inflicted, as only some high-profile services would go 

down.  Under some scenarios, it would also allow us to recover faster. The cost of this approach 

lands in the $300K range. 

Storage 85K 

vColo 100K 

Ethernet 120K 

Total 305K 

 

Replicated Basket 
If we replicated critical infrastructure (VM, storage, e-mail, MIS) between two data centers, we 

might be able to seamlessly withstand Oops, Fire, and Single System Failure (depending on how 

substantial we made the replicated infrastructure).  Minimally, we would have choices in how we 

responded to Planned Maintenance and Pre-emptive Maintenance, administratively choosing to 

migrate services to the unaffected data center on a priority basis. 

 

On the downside, we would remain vulnerable to Split Brain and Layer 2 Failure and might In 

fact make responding to these events more difficult (although future technologies, like Overlay 

Transport Virtualization, may reduce or eliminate this effect). 

 

If the Center summoned the resources to replicate critical infrastructure between data centers, we 

would likely want to add a test bed as well:  such a configuration would be complex, making 

changes to it would involve risk, all of which would increase the need to trial changes in a test 

environment (a miniature version of the replicated infrastructure, split between two data centers) 

to verify that proposed changes would work and would sustain the uptime we would be trying to 

deliver using this design. 

 

In an ideal world, we would harden against a range of unusual but dramatic outage scenarios by 

replicating key portions of the deep infrastructure between two data centers, likely J4 and G20 

(aka G20).  By doing this, we could harden services like e-mail, grant processing, and financials 

against the loss of either of these data centers (via fire, flooding, loss of power or cooling).  The 

cost lands in the $.6 - 1 million range. 

 

VMWare Site Recovery Manager (SRM) 70K 

Storage 200K 

vColo 200K 

Ethernet 120K 

Test 300K 

Total 890K 
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Ops Input 
We’re agnostic on this.  If Center leadership wants to spend money to harden against this 

class of failures, we’ll implement and support it.  If they don’t want to spend the money, 

then we’ll do something else.  As long as Data Protection is in place (so that, in the event of 

the catastrophic loss of a data center, the bits reside somewhere else, in a backup system), 

we’re fine either way. 

 

Storage Team:  Replicated Basket. 

Use Transport to Enforce Security Policy 
We will not employ transport to enforce security policy at the data center edge. 

Historically, we have enforced security policy at the company edge, between our institution and 

our ISPs, using both firewalls and intrusion prevention but nowhere else.
4
  We have encouraged 

the use of host-based and application-based security mechanisms, pushed as close as possible to 

the people who know and understand their user base and security stance. 

 

The experts we have consulted suggest using transport to enforce security policy internally -- 

filtering at the data center edge, inside data centers, and even at each and every access port, 

advocating for shrinking the fault domain during attack incidents. 

 

We see benefits to intrusion prevention at the corporate edge, where the diversity of the Internet 

drives fluid attack modes, and we can acquire full value from the expertise of our security 

vendors, as they analyze current risks and push out signatures encapsulating their knowledge to 

our gear.  We also see less risk here -- yes, our security vendors can interfere with legitimate 

traffic crossing our corporate edge, but we do not (yet) live or die as a company based on the 

success or failure of those applications. 

 

We are skeptical that intrusion prevention provides the same value at the data center edge -- 

inside the firewall, we see attack diversity as substantially lower as compared to what rolls across 

the Internet.  Furthermore, we see the cost of error as higher, potentially impeding legitimate 

applications upon which our staff rely heavily.  We will not consider deploying IPS at the data 

center edge. 

 

We see two benefits from segregating the data center using firewalls or router ACLs:  (1) some 

amount of protection against rogue workstations and (2) enforced understanding of what services 

our data centers provide to the end-user.  In this scenario, all our data centers would live inside 

the same mosh pit -- unlimited access between data centers -- with router ACLs (firewalls are 

expensive) providing basic filtering from the end-user populated access layer.
5
 

 

The downsides of this approach include increased operational staff time – we can imagine an 

FTE’s worth of time spent on managing the ACLs – as well increased difficulty trouble-

                                                 
4
 Exceptions:  the SCHARP and CSS private networks, bounded by internally managed firewalls, plus The Pit -- all 

of which appear to be headed toward retirement, albeit on a leisurely schedule. 
5
 This would require substantial transport reconfiguration – moving all the data centers out of their hosting buildings 

and plugging them into a ‘dc-x-rtr’ pair of distribution boxes. 
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shooting, particularly during periods of stress.  Notice that every time a client had trouble with a 

data center-hosted application, the ACLs could be the cause. 

 

We recommend against using transport to enforce security policy at the data center edge. 

Ops Input 
This sounds complicated, hard to trouble-shoot, hard to support (multiple entry):  don’t do 

it.  This would add substantial load on the folks managing firewall rules – we would be 

moving/adding/changing lots of rules, given the dynamic way we turn up internal servers 

(as compared to the edge firewalls, which change more slowly).  And substantial load to the 

trouble-shooting team, the staff for which live mostly in Architecture. 

 

Dual Supervisor Cards 
We have not reached consensus on whether to add second Supervisor cards to switches. 

 

Do we prefer hardened electronics, e.g. one switch per cabinet / row / room, with redundant 

power supplies and redundant brains cards?  Or do we prefer biologically separate gear, e.g. two 

Ethernet switches per cabinet / row / room? 

 

Generally, the simpler and more mature the technology, the more we prefer redundancy:  for 

example, dual power trains, RAID configurations, and probably redundant Fibre Channel 

switches.  And generally, we prefer redundancy because it hardens against operator error, the 

chief (proximate) cause of service disruption. 

 

However, redundant Ethernet switches in particular pushes the burden of complexity onto sys 

admins, a far more numerous community than switch admins, and a community which contends 

with a diverse population of hardware and software for taking advantage of this redundancy.   

 

Hardened Ethernet switches would allow switch admins to perform maintenance on their gear 

(upgrade operating systems) without knocking out misconfigured hosts or hosts running buggy 

NIC software.   Indeed, the hardened approach would require
6
 that most hosts be equipped with a 

single NIC, removing the opportunity for misconfigured or buggy HA schemes.  The downside, 

of course, would be that if a hardened Ethernet switch ever went down, no amount of skill or 

diligence or equipment (dual NICs) on the part of the sys admin would save a host -- it would be 

isolated, too. 

 

Another approach would be both:  hardened plus redundant.  The questions here include whether 

staff can handle the added complexity sufficiently to increase uptime, and if so, whether the 

added uptime justifies the added cost. 

 

And yet another approach is to offer hardened or redundant:  hardened for those who prefer to 

adopt their risk in the infrastructure and redundant for those who prefer to manage their risk at 

                                                 
6
 One switch doesn't come with enough ports to support dual NICs for every host, in our larger (J4 and G20) data 

centers. 
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the host.  In the Ethernet switch world, this would look like a choice between  j4sr-hardened-esx 

and j4sr-a-esx + j4sr-b-esx. 

 

Our consultants have offered several views on this.  Peter Welcher and Garth Brown have had 

poor track records with hardened -- in their experience, software bugs or human error take them 

out, and as a result they prefer redundant.  Our Cisco team says they see this as a matter of local 

skill plus culture; they see customers being successful with either approach.  I have not heard a 

consultant describe a customer using the more exotic approaches (Redundant Hardened or 

Choice). 

 

All of these approaches require leadership to wrestle with the validation problem – once we 

spend the dollars it takes to deliver a hardened environment, do we support that investment with 

periodic testing or not? 

Redundant Center-of-Room 
We prefer redundant gear, as the most effective strategy for hardening against the dominant 

source of downtime:  human error.  We see parallel data center switches, i.e. our existing 

strategy, as part of our recommendation for redundancy. 

Single Center-of-Room with Dual Sups 
For Ethernet switches, we recommend one Ethernet switch with dual Sups, as a way to simplify 

the environment (shifting complexity from the many hosts to the few switches). 

Redundant Center-of-Room each with Dual Sups 
For switches supporting storage, we recommend redundant, hardened (dual Sups) switches, with 

the added expense and complexity being justified on account of the blast radius of storage when 

it goes down. 

Ops Input 
Redundant works for us; the other solutions sound too complicated.  If the Architects really 

want to support a Dual Sup approach, then we propose dedicating one data center to this.  

We would install a single hardened-esx and write into the SLA that we’re responsible for 

this gear M-F 8am – 5pm only.  Sys admins who believe in this approach can put their gear 

in this room, with the understanding that if the hardened Ethernet switch goes down off-

hour, we will ignore it until the next business day. 

 

Does this choice affect how we test redundant systems?  [No, choosing to test or not is 

orthogonal to whether or not one sticks dual Sups into an Ethernet switch. –sk] 

 

This is not an easy choice – there are pros and cons each way.  Want more time to think 

about it. 

 

Storage Team:  Our existing approach seems sufficient to me. 

Top of Rack or Center of Room 
We have not reached consensus on how to deliver 10GigE ports. 
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Historically, we have a built a one-size fits all network:  everyone gets a 10/100/1000BaseT port, 

using a pair of centrally located switches.  Recently, we have bent this rule, to support giving a 

few high-volume boxes 10GigE ports.  We anticipate wanting to give more hosts 10GigE pipes 

in the future, though we are unclear at what rate this future will arrive.  And industry trends will 

likely push us to deliver separate networks segregated by speed -- lower-end devices will 

continue to sport 10/100/1000BaseT ports, higher-end devices will ship with 10GigE, 40GigE, or 

100GigE ports, which will employ varying physical media and which will not auto-negotiate 

speed. 

 

Our data centers support the following power densities (typical server = 500W). 

 

Room KW/cabinet KW/cabinet (redundant gear) 

J4-401 2.5 1.25 

G20 (in Arnold) 16 8 

G20 (in new bldg) 8 4 

 

Under some scenarios, varying throughput demands requires engineering – knowing which hosts 

are high-volume hosts and then locating them appropriately within the infrastructure.  How much 

engineering are we willing to do?  Do we head toward a one-size fits all fabric, in which we can 

arbitrarily allocate 10GigE ports?  Or do we head toward a customized fabric, in which we 

consciously allocate 10GigE ports, considering the impact on upstream pipes and locating hosts 

within particular cabinets as a result? And how do we calculate the costs of each approach – this 

turns out to be difficult. 

Example Equipment for G20 
In this example, I assume that we deliver 40Gb of uplink (to the distribution layer). 

Center of Room 
A pair of Nexus 7018, a chassis-based Ethernet switch (offers 18 slots).  Burn two slots for 

Supervisor and Fabric cards
7
; dedicate one 8 port non-blocking 10GigE card to uplinks.  This 

approach services the entire room.  We place all end-stations in the same subnet or we use 

VLANs to subdivide the IP space using some scheme. 

 

Function # of Modules (18 max) Host Ports 

Brains + Uplinks card 3 0 

8 port non-blocking 10GigE card 3 24 

32 port 4:1 oversubscribed 10GigE card 6 192 

48 port 10/100/1000BaseT card 6 288 

 18 504 

 

In this example, total port count for the room would be 504 (redundant) ports.   

                                                 
7
 This platform supports adding up to five ‘Fabric’ cards, each of which implement additional backplane bandwidth 

(but consume slots which could be used for line cards).  In this example, I have ignored this complexity. 
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Top of Rack 
Multiple pairs of Nexus 5020, a fixed port switch (offers 40 10GigE ports).  We connect hosts 

requiring non-blocking 10GigE directly to this device
8
 and use the remaining ports to support 

FEX (think of FEX as remote line cards, wrapped in their own sheet metal and equipped with 

dual power supplies/fans).  We would install FEX in every third or fourth cabinet, depending on 

room layout.  Typically, we will dedicate four (4) 10GigE ports to each FEX, delivering 40Gb of 

(EtherChanneled) uplink.  FEX come in multiple flavors; the ones we would deploy would 

include 48 port 100/1000BaseT and 32 port 10GigE.  In G20, we would divide the room into 

pods, with each pod being serviced by a pair of Nexus 5020.  Each pair of Nexus 5020s would 

‘own’ a subnet – on installation, physical layer techs would need to know which pod mapped to 

which cabinet; sys admins would need to know which subnet they had joined, in order to 

correctly assign IP addresses. 

 

Function Ports (40 max) # of FEX Host Ports Available 

Uplinks 8 - - 

Non-blocking 10GigE 8 - 8 

48 port 10/100/1000BaseT 8 2 96 

32 port 4:1 oversubscribed 10GigE 16 4 32
9
 

 40 18 136 

 

Obviously, 136 ports isn’t enough to service the whole room – remember, the figures above 

describe the electronics servicing a single pod.  We can have as many pods as we like, as long as 

we willing to keep buying motherships -- likely that G20 would contain two or three pods. 

Costing 
Figuring out how much the Top-of-Rack approach costs is hard – the variables involved are 

difficult to pin down.  See the costing.xls spreadsheet for a tool which estimates total cost across 

the lifetime of the electronics – this model allows you to change several variables and see the 

results in terms of costs. 

 

The model makes a number of assumptions, in an attempt to reduce the number of variables.  For 

example, we assume a 10GigE oversubscription rate of 4:1, despite the capability that Top-of-

Rack offers of increasing oversubscription in increments, to as high as 32:1 (Center-of-Room 

offers only two flavors of line card:  non-blocking, and 4:1 oversubscribed).  Or, to take a second 

example, we assume in the Center-of-Room calculation that we will buy only enough line-cards 

to support whatever number of 10GigE ports you type into the spreadsheet.  On the other hand, 

regardless of what number you enter for 10GigE ports, the equivalent cost calculation for Top-

of-Rack assumes that we deploy FEX throughout the room.  By making this assumption, we 

make every cabinet accessible to 10GigE electronics on day one, via either approach, which 

levels the playing field between the two options in that sense.  But notice that in a Top-of-Rack 

deployment, we could deploy just enough FEX to support the number of 10GigE ports we 

intended to deploy, restricting 10GigE hosts to cabinets located physically close to those FEX – 

                                                 
8
 This would typically involve locating such hosts within 10m of the motherships, as this is the distance limitation of 

twinax, the low-cost 10GigE cabling option. 
9
 Notice that if we are willing to relax the 4:1 oversubscription parameter that we can deliver as many as 96 ports of 

10GigE (at 8:1 oversubscription, i.e. the same oversubscription which the Catalyst 4500 delivers). 
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and that this would significantly reduce the cost of the Top-of-Rack scenario – the model does 

not offer this variable. 

 

To consider a specific example, imagine adding thirty-two (32) 10GigE hosts to each scenario. 

Add thirty-two (32) 10GigE Hosts 
 Top of Rack Center of Room 

   

Line card / FEX 41K
10

 84K 

Transceivers & PCI-E cards for 32 hosts 45K
11

 122K
12

 

Total 86K 206K 

 

 

In addition to these assumptions, two minor pressures push cost in opposite directions.  The 

Center-of-Room approach requires expensive NICs in the servers (glass NICs which cost 3-4 

times more than the price of copper, aka twinax, NICs).  And the Top-of-Rack approach 

consumes more power (which also requires more cooling).  In our cost model, we assume that all 

NICs are purchased up front
13

, while power & cooling costs are incurred per year.
14

 

 

And one major pressure, density of 10GigE, drives cost.  The more boxes sporting 10GigE NICs 

per cabinet, the cheaper the Top-of-Rack solution becomes.  The more spread out the 10GigE 

stations, the cheaper Center-of-Room becomes.  Two factors influence this:  (1) the denser your 

10GigE deployment, the fewer Top-of-Rack electronics you have to buy, and (2) the more easily 

you can oversubscribe uplinks – Top-of-Rack permits a variable scale of oversubscription, just 

about anywhere from 1:1 (no oversubscription) to 32:1 (tons of oversubscription).  Center-of-

Room provides less flexibility here, essentially two choices:  1:1 or 4:1. 

 

Calculating the cost of Top-of-Rack with any precision has defeated us thus far.  Top-of-Rack is 

sensitive to distance, with 10m being the maximum distance from host to electronics, and 

distance determined by cabinet layout in the room plus the mechanics of cable layout traversing 

ladder rack.  Just how far can you run a 10m twinax cable from a host, up a cabinet, across the 

ladder rack, to the nearest cabinet hosting a FEX?  The cable is not perfectly flexible, like a 

string, so you cannot just measure absolute distance.  This is hard to calculate in J4 and even 

harder to calculate in G20 (for which we don’t know the cabinet layout yet).  And of course, the 

more thinly you distribute the FEX, the cheaper Top-of-Cabinet becomes – conservative techs 

might suggest one FEX per three cabinets; more optimistic techs might suggest one FEX per five 

cabinets.  The higher the power density, the more servers one can pack into a cabinet; the lower 

the power density, the more one has to spread them out (and the more FEX one has to buy to 

cover the distances). 

 

                                                 
10

 FEX (2), 10GBaseSR SFP (32), SFP-H10GB-ACU7M (32) 
11

 Intel E10G81G2P (2), SFP-H10GB-ACU7M 
12

 Intel Intel 82599 single port (2), 10GBaseSR SFP (2) 
13

 Probably not accurate – we will probably buy NICs from operating budgets as needed, during the lifetime of the 

electronics. 
14

 This is accurate. 
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Center-of-Room is insensitive to these issues – connectivity being handled by electronics which 

can ‘shout’ 100m or more. 

 

Here is an example of the output of the costing.xls tool, illustrating how price changes with 

number of FEX and number of 10GigE ports.  Ignore the Cisco Catalyst line, as it is not relevant 

to this discussion.  The final numbers can vary substantially, depending on a range of factors.
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Commodity Ports 
We agree on how we will deliver 10/100/1000BaseT ports, see below. 

We will continue to deliver a 100/1000BaseT network using centralized gear and Cat6 delivered 

to each cabinet, per our current design.  If we deploy top-of-cabinet electronics, we will employ 

twin-ax. 

 

We will install a 10/100/1000BaseT switch dedicated to management traffic, as a way to 

conserve the expensive ports on the centralized gear -- this switch would not be redundant nor 

hardened. 

 

We will deploy 48 port top-of-cabinet 100/1000BaseT switches in the HPC cabinets – the density 

of gear plus the lack of interest in high-availability combine to make this approach the most 

economical. 

10GigE Ports 

Top of Rack 
We would engineer our 10GigE FEX deployment by considering how many 10GigE end-stations 

we wanted to support, along with the over subscription rates for each end-station which we were 

willing to tolerate.  For end-stations to which we wanted to deliver non-blocking 10GigE 

throughput, we would limit our deployment to four attached to a given FEX (and use pinning to 

dedicate uplink paths to each end-station), at which point we would declare that FEX 'full'.  For 

end-stations to which we wanted to deliver, say, at most 4:1 over-subscribed connectivity, we 

would limit that FEX to sixteen hosts. 

 

And we may find ourselves mixing and matching -- 'pinning' two non-blocking hosts to some of 

the uplinks and sharing the remaining uplinks amongst (in this example) eight hosts.  Given 

where hosts were located in the line-ups, we would deploy FEX on an as-needed basis.  As FEX 

density increased, we would reallocate hosts to FEX, depending on current over-subscription 

tolerances and distance from a host to its nearest FEX.  Notice also that, using the 10m twinax 

cables and locating gear close enough to the Nexus 5000 motherships, that we could plug 

particularly big hosts directly into the Nexus 5000, bypassing the FEX and uplink 

oversubscription entirely.  Notice also that when we deploy vPC, we can easily trace cabling in 

the Top-of-Rack scenario, whereas tracing cables in the Center-of-Room scenario requires 

navigating the cross-connect field. 

 

Given the size of G20, we would likely deploy two pairs or even three pairs of Nexus 5000 

motherships, dividing the room into pods. 

 

We would deliver 100/1000BaseT connectivity in a centralized manner, via a stack of FEX 

connected to their motherships via 4 10GigE ports, with the host ports featured on the backboard 

in a traditional fashion. 

 

We propose to maximize flexibility, speed deployment, and increase options, along with save 

money via cheap NICs and low-density FEX installation (compare the cost of adding thirty-two 

hosts: TOR =86K, COR = 206K!) , using the Top-of-Rack approach, thus providing a 
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customizable fabric for responding to varying throughput needs.  We think that managing the 

operational side of Top-of-Rack is easy, easier in fact than Center-of-Room, particularly on 

account of how easily cables can be traced when deploying vPC, and requires only minor 

expertise enhancement on the part of techs.  Furthermore, the industry is converging on Top-of-

Rack as the standard way of delivering Ethernet to the host in the data center. 

Center of Room 
Our vendors (Cisco and Juniper) tell us that they see this choice as a matter of local preference; 

they see customers being successful with either approach.  Major switch vendors sell both 

flavors of switch, i.e. both Center-of-Room and Top-of-Rack. 

 

We propose to deliver all Ethernet, including 10GigE ports, via a single pair of Center-of-Room 

switches, eliminating the need to engineer the location of hosts within cabinets and within rows, 

reducing the need to engineer oversubscription, and reducing the operational load, in terms of 

cabling, configuration, and trouble-shooting. 

Ops Input 
The Top-of-Cabinet approach seems complex to us, when it comes to managing over-

subscription – many options, none of which are appealing.  Worse, as 10GigE densities 

increase, we foresee the twinax cabling becoming harder and harder to manage, with its 

limited selection of lengths, its stiffness, and its restricted bend radius. 

 

In addition, the Top-of-Cabinet approach requires managing more Ethernet switches 

(more Sup cards and OSes), more power supplies, and more fans.  Increased trouble-

shooting, occasionally, around oversubscription scenarios.  Increased configuration 

complexity, in terms of ‘pinning’.  Non-standard uplinks (varying numbers of 

EtherChanneled ports).  The general confusion surrounding knowing which host is plugged 

into which FEX.  And the possibility of shuffling servers between cabinets, in order to 

respond to oversubscription.  These all seem like downsides to us. 

 

In contrast, the Center-of-Room approach delivers clean cabling in cabinets, a 

standardized cross-connect field, the fewest number of moving parts, less configuration 

complexity in the switches (‘pinning’), and a simple response to over-subscription (move 

cross-connects). 

 

Storage Team:  I can see the drawback of Top-of-Rack as cable density increases – a rat’s 

nest (big rats!) of cabling.  I can also see the benefit of Top-of-Rack as density increases:  

TOR allows for more oversubscription, which saves money.  I’m having trouble seeing us 

deploying more than a few dozen 10GigE NICs (double that for redundancy) over the next 

few years, so density doesn’t seem relevant to me. Although, of course, we always seem to 

need more than I predict!  I will abstain on this one. 

Electronics Vendor 
We will use Cisco for Ethernet gear; we will select the Fibre Channel manufacturer, if needed, 

when we get closer to purchase. 
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We are satisfied with Cisco, they have historically provided us with the best price, and we are 

looking for ways to conserve staff time (trialing competing vendors would require substantial 

resources).  As a result, we will stick with Cisco for current data center gear, certainly through 

the go-live of G20 

Power 
The standard device will take 200-240 VAC. 

We can install step-down transformers for legacy 120v devices – realize that these cost 1K per 

cabinet (2K if you want redundancy) and consume 1-2 RU.  Our design assumes that these will 

be rare. 

 

Each data center will sport two power trains, one backed by UPS and generator, the other direct 

to house power.  We will install one or two pairs of outlets above each cabinet, depending on the 

capacity of the room.  Each pair will contain one UPS + generator outlet and one house outlet. 

Cabling 
We have agreed on our cabling infrastructure, see below. 

Cabinet 
We will deliver the following to each cabinet, which will support of any of the Ethernet and/or 

Fibre Channel deployment options described in this document. 

 Forty-eight (48) ports of Cat 6, installed in two 1RU panels (24 ports each) near the top of 

each cabinet. 

 Forty-eight (48) strands of OM-4 50 micron multi-mode glass, in a 2RU panel (MPO cables 

terminated on MPO cassettes) near the top of each cabinet, with space in the panel for an 

additional forty-eight (48) strands, to be pulled in the future if needed. 

Distribution 
Each cabinet's copper cabling will be terminated on two backboards, physically separated from 

one another (the 'a' backboard and the 'b' backboard, each terminating twenty-four ports of 

copper from each cabinet). 

 

Each cabinet's glass cabling will be terminated on a single Optical Distribution Frame within 

the room, separated into an ‘a’ side and a ‘b’ side, each terminating twenty-four strands of glass 

from each cabinet. 

Physical Access 
The Data Center Operations Supervisor owns this responsibility. 

Who gets physical access to data centers?  What logging do we do?  What auditing of access?  

Are consultants allowed unescorted access? 

 

The Data Center Operations Supervisor reviews badge access permissions to data centers on a 

monthly basis.  Permit only Facilities and IT staff with direct system responsibilities. 
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Data Protection 
We prefer to locate data protection systems in a building different from ones hosting the systems 

they protect.  Ideally, this location would be above the water table. 

Reference 

10GigE distances over various media 
http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/switches/ps5718/ps708/prod_white_paper0900aecd

802a648b.html 

Signed 
The people below agree that this paper accurately captures their views. 

 

Stuart Kendrick, Sue Kanning 

Survey Results 
Recall that the survey results deliver a score for each option, indicating approval level.  For 

example, if a survey offered three choices, then when a respondent ranked a certain option as 

‘First Choice’, that option received 3 points (‘Second Choice’ received 2 points, ‘Third Choice’ 

received 1 point.)  In this section, I report the average score of each choice.  
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Centrally Managed Fibre Channel Network 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KH66Q37 

Maximum possible score 3 

Respondents 9 

 

Choice Score 

Ethernet Everywhere 2.25 

Ethernet + Fibre Channel 2.29 

Converged Ethernet 1.75 

 

Breakdown 
 Ethernet Everywhere Ethernet + Fibre Channel Converged Ethernet 

    

clong First Third Second 

jchehalis Second Third First 

kkote   First 

rbailey Third First Second 

rham First   

rmasters Second First Third 

scook Second First Third 

skendric First Second Third 

skanning Second First Third 

 

Comments 

Chip Long 
I dont think there is a need for Fiber Channel campus wide. Devices should be aggregated 

together in the same data center if they need fiber channel. (ie SAN in a box). You would be 

pouring money into and expensive and soon to be dead technology and i wouldn't be in support 

of investing in this area of the enterprise. Existing systems that use this technology should be 

reexamined and when it is EOL be rearchitected with how other systems are designed. 

 

Reggie Ham 
First choice is Ethernet Everywhere, second choice is whatever is cheaper (i.e., Converged 

Ethernet or Ethernet + Fiber Channel). I admit that I'm an IP/Ethernet bigot -- it has always 

won out in the past (although I admit that today's Ethernet is not the same animal as yesterday's) 

and I expect it to win in the future. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KH66Q37
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Shrink the Layer Two Fault Domain 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/5DWFZGB 

Maximum possible score 5 

Respondents 12 

 

Choice Score 

One VLAN 3.11 

Two VLANs 4.20 

Two VLANs + VRF 2.89 

Hosts Drive VLANs 3.70 

Separate Physical Network 2.00 

 

Breakdown 
 One 

VLAN 

Two 

VLANs 

Two VLANs + 

VRF 

Hosts Drive 

VLANs 

Separate 

Physical 

Network 

      

clong First Second Fifth Fourth Third 

jchehalis Fourth Third Second First Fifth 

kkote   First   

nsampson  First    

phana Second First Fourth Third Fifth 

rbailey Fourth First Second Fifth Third 

rham Second   First  

rmasters  First  Second Third 

bsmith Fourth Third Second First Fifth 

scook Third First Fifth Fourth Second 

skendric Fourth Second Third First Fifth 

skanning Second Third Fourth First Fifth 

 

Comments 

Chip Long 
Adding complexity usually adds additional soft costs to maintain. I can see the argument if you 

are using commodity equipment, but the gear is expensive and high performance. At least that is 

what i expect from Cisco and large data centers. The only thing that pushes the network to its 

limit is data protection. Nothing really comes close. We have a culture of instant gratification 

where we want things to be done as fast as possible. You have to optimize for above average 

usage not for the peak usage. With good supervision and strict rules of who is allowed to rack 

and stack and connect systems, you can avoid human failures. (ie only Fred can do this in these 

rooms). But i dont recall seeing a datacenter go down because of scenario you describe. 

Jade Chehalis 
I would tend to weight operational folks opinions higher than mine. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/5DWFZGB
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Reggie Ham 
I see value in breaking up the Layer 2 fault domain, but only if we can achieve it at a reasonable 

operating cost. My first choice is Hosts Driven VLANs with a separate VLAN for every IP 

subnet, and maybe even backing down to /24 subnets. When you configure the IPaddress then 

drop the NIC into the appropriate VLAN. This gives us small broadcast domains with minimal 

extra effort. And maybe the default VLAN is empty except for the devices which can't do VLAN 

selection. All of the other efforts to shrink the Layer 2 fault domain seem overly messy -- they'll 

eat our lunch from an operational perspective. Thus my recommendation is Host Driven VLANs 

or the status quo. 

One VLAN Between Two Data Centers 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HNB8ZPD 

Maximum possible score 3 

Respondents 10 

 

Choice Score 

Accept Risk 2.33 

Two Baskets 2.44 

Replicated Basket 1.44 

 

Breakdown 
 Accept Risk Two Baskets Replicated Basket 

    

clong First Second Third 

jchehalis Second First Third 

kkote   First 

rbailey Third Second First 

rham First Second  

rmasters Second First Third 

bsmith Second First Third 

scook Second First Third 

skendric First Second Third 

skanning First Second Third 

 

Comments 

Chip Long 
It should be expected that in a "Act of God" catastrophe, services will be impacted. To say 

otherwise would not be prudent. We do not generate revenue through IT and the service 

expectations of zero downtime is driven primarily by IT professionals not by users. The annual 

revenue for the company will still be $300M in a catastrophe. If an earthquake destroyed one of 

our data centers, i would think our users would understand and not be angry. It takes time to 

rebuild things. A data center would not be rebuilt in 4 hours. Although time is the only resource 

we can never recover, putting a dollar amount on productivity loss is difficult. I suppose this is 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HNB8ZPD
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like Disaster Recovery planning. You want to spend millions of dollars for something that may 

never happen when it could be directed to something we need today. 

Reggie Ham 
I don't see the loss of a data center as being a common event, and when it does occur, I think 

we're way ahead accepting the risk than trying to harden against it. We're not an on-line retailer 

or a big bank or a social media outfit -- we're just a research center. Sure, it would hurt to have 

a critical data center go down, but it would cost a lot of time and money and require greater 

diligence than we've demonstrated to date to effectively protect against such an event. Our 

resources are much better spent on other endeavors. If we want to spend the money then Two 

Baskets provides some value (hence my second choice rating), but a Replicated Basket isn't even 

on my list of viable alternatives. 

Rainy Masters 
I'm still confused by what "replicated basket" really is, it would help if you actually detailed 

(technically) what this option is. It it Ethernet/IP only? or does it also cover application level 

replication? I don't think that we need a single layer 2 to span two datacenters, but having 

having two storage systems , or two critical application XYZs split across two datacenters and 

replicate data (or a portion of it) at the application layer (snapmirror, log shipping, etc...) would 

be a good idea for some select critical services would be a good idea. In the example I've given 

the $1M figure is bogus. Based on the description of "two baskets" it sounds a lot like what we 

have now right? If so why would it cost $300K? I'm going to assume that replicated basket 

means layer 2 across datacenters, which I *don't* think is critical. I would like to replicated 

some select (few) data/services at the application layer which I think could still happen in the 

"Two Baskets" model (like we do now). I'm going to take a stab at the votes, but fell free to 

change them it what I really intended if I'm confused. 
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Top-of-Rack / Center-of-Room 
http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KHL36X9 

Maximum possible score 4 

Respondents 14 

 

Choice Score 

Redundant Top-of-Rack 2.92 

Redundant Center-of-Room 3.31 

Redundant Center-of-Room + Dual Sups 2.58 

Choice
15

 1.75 

 

Breakdown 
 

 Redundant TOR Redundant COR Redundant COR + Dual Sups Choice 

     

clong First Third Second Fourth 

jchehalis Fourth Second First Third 

kkote First    

mmarks Fourth First Second Third 

nrabena  First Second  

nsampson Third First Fourth Second 

phana Second First Third Fourth 

rbailey First Fourth Second Third 

rham Second First   

rmasters First Third Second  

bsmith First Second Third Fourth 

scook Second First Fourth Third 

skendric  First Second  

skanning Third First Second  

 

Comments 

Chip Long 
The idea of miles of cross connects copper cabling seems so old school. Top of Rack electronics 

switch with one or two cables back to the main switch seems more appealing to me. Also is the 

design of the future design constrained by the budget of the G20? I would hate to see a design be 

chosen because of cost constraints of the grant. It doesnt look like it but i am not sure. 

Jade Chehalis 
Would again value operational folks opinion over mine. 

Mary Marks 
I believe Top-of-Rack is not an ideal situation…# of devices to manage, the large number of 

Twinax cables (bundles), ladder racks to manage/run/trace Twinax cables, etc. It reminds me of 

                                                 
15

 Three Ethernet switches per room:  two Redundant (single Sups) plus one Hardened (Dual Sups) 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/KHL36X9
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when the main frame in CF-114 was replaced/expanded. It was designed and ordered by the 

people who did not work on it, however it was a mess and almost impossible to trace without two 

people. 

 

 


